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World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong（WOIPFG）
To investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of
Falun Gong; to bring such investigation, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search,
to full closure; to exercise fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society.

Investigation Recording 2019-070
Date: July 11, 2019 (+86-2428851211)
Subject(s): Nurse, Kidney Transplant, Shenyang Military Region General Hospital
Summary
1. Director Yang Kunwei is in charge of the kidney transplants.
2. Come to make an appointment with a specialist at the clinic on the second floor on
Thursday morning. Director Yang will be there.
Translation
Nurse: Hello. How are you?
Investigator: Hello. How are you? Is this Kidney Transplant of Shenyang Military Region
General Hospital?
Nurse: Who is this?
Investigator: I am from Fushun. I’d like to ask whether Doctor Yang Kunwei is there.
Nurse: Director Yang? He sees the patients at the clinic on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Investigator: I’d like to ask you a question. As I have a relative who needs a transplant,
he wants to come over here to get it done, since it’s closer to home. My question is, if we
wait for a transplant, how long will it take? He’s finished all his tests, such as his tissue
typing, and now he’s been waiting for it.
Nurse: That’s hard to say, hard to say. It’s hard to say, when it comes to waiting for a
kidney source. (We) just suggest that he get his matching test done first, and then get on
the waiting list. The doctor will inform you as soon as a kidney source becomes
available. It’s good that you’re calling to inquire about us, and as for those relevant
details, come to make an appointment with a specialist at the clinic on the second floor on
Thursday morning. Director Yang will be there to address those relevant issues for you
then.

Investigator: Well, well, I do not know anything about the kidney sources. Where are
they from?
Nurse: You can first come to get his tissue typing done, and as for the specific details,
come to make an appointment with Director Yang to consult about his kidney transplant.
Investigator: Well, let me ask a question. It is Yang Kunwei who has the best skills at
Shenyang Military Region General Hospital, right?
Nurse: Director Yang is in charge of the kidney transplants here at our hospital.
Investigator: He is in charge?
Nurse: Yes.
Investigator: Then who does the best job? Please also recommend one.
Nurse: Director Yang is in charge of our kidney transplants.
Investigator: Then who is the best surgeon?
Nurse: Director Yang is in charge of the kidney transplants, so if you have any questions,
just go ask Director Yang. Did you get it? First you come to make an appointment with a
specialist to consult at the clinic on the second floor. He is fully in charge of the kidney
transplants. You just ask him if you have any questions.
Investigator: Oh, oh, okay. That’s fine. Thank you. Okay. Thanks.
Nurse: Bye-bye.
Investigator: Bye.

